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"Born  Under 
A Bad Sign" 
debates 
public  military 
school
 as the last 
resort for 


















































By Franklin Leiva 
Daily 
senior
 staff writer 
Michelle de la Cruz, a San Jose 
State University sophomore, 
thought last night's storm sig-
naled the end of the world. 
"Since it was Sept. 9, 1999 
(9/9/99),! got scared about all the 
talk of the end of the world," de la 
Cruz said. 
"Since  it came out of 
nowhere I thought that was the 
beginning of the end of the world, 
but maybe it was just a coinci-
dence." 
It wasn't quite the end of the 
world, but the unexpected storm 
stunned Bay Area residents, 
including a lot of SJSU students. 
Mike Voss, a 
SJSU instructor 




simply because weather systems 
in the Bay
 Area connected in the 
right place at the right time. 
"The weak upper-level system
 
off the coast helped to 
draw up  
tropical moisture from Hurricane 
Greg," Voss said. "This helped to 
destabilize the atmosphere that 
Produced




one of the 
few  major 
thunder-
storms in the Bay Area 
in over 20 
years, Voss said. 
Some SJSU
 students were 
caught off guard 




Nguyen, a SJSU 
business  
major, was 
caught out in the rain
 
and lightning on 
campus. 
"I was waiting
 for my husband, 
out in the open,
 to pick me up 
from 
school









Junior Marco Antonio 
Diaz  
said he was 
studying  at the 
library
 with his friends when the 
storm hit. 
"My friends were 
really scared 
Lightning strikes Wednesday night over 
Capitol Expressway in South San Jose. The 
lightning was the result of Hurricane
 Greg. This was the worst lightning storm in 
San 
of the thunder and they were ask-
ing me if we should all go 
home," 
Diaz 
said.  "The scariest thing of 
all was that it was 
summer, and 
this is not 
supposed
 to happen." 
Not 




Child  development major 
Susan Noda 
said
 she actually 
enjoyed the  
whole  thing. 
(lens
 Fuentes / Spartan Daily 
Ten -year -old Joshua Uribe plays a 
video  game on the Sega Dreamcast 
Wednesday  night at Software 





 the the video 
game console 
Chad Pihte r Spartan Daily 
Jose in 20 years according
 to Mike Voss, a San Jose State University instructor of mete-
orology. 
"It was









it's not a 
cause  of 
concern,








"Over 100 people 
get killed by 
lightning 
every  year," Voss 
said. 




are outside, they should 
avoid standing near 
tall  objects 
such as 
trees and telephone poles 
that 




























 thunder and 
lightning 
to wait in line 
outside  of 
Software 






 Pasquinelli, a kinesiol-
ogy 
major  at San Jose State 




while  his friends held his 
place in line,
 was surprised to see 
that 
so
 many people 
showed up. 
"There's  a lot of people here.
 
It's not what
 I expected," he said. 




 for Sega, 
said the
 company planned to 
launch
 the Dreamcast
 at two 
other

















 set by 
the 












period  in the 















Wars:  The 
Phantom  





 one day. 
Sarah 
Schweppe,  an 
English 
major  at SJSU 
who was 
keeping  a 
friend 
company 









the  system. 
"This
 is wild. 
It's













comedy  hit 
"Austin 
Powers:













By Christina  Lucaroni 
Daily staff writer 
Frankie Lopez 
is
 frustrated  
very frustrated. 
In fact, Lopez, a 
sophomore
 
majoring  in 
history,
 is so frustrat-
ed he's 
willing to ride the bus for 
an hour and a 
half to get to school 
from Morgan 
Hill in order to avoid 
dealing with 











don't think it's 
fair  that even 
if you buy a 
parking
 permit, 
you're  not 
guaranteed





seems  like there are
 fewer 
parking 
spaces this semester, it's 
because there are. 
SJSU








 of Traffic and
 Parking 






staff,  faculty 
and  visitors 
are  on 
campus












floor  of 
the  10th 
Street 






































When the construction there is  
complete, the modules will remain 
as offices for those displaced by 
the closure of 
Wahlquist  until con-
struction of the new
 library is fin-
ished, Laws said. 
Lot 20, 
on Eighth Street 
between 
William
 and San 
Salvador
 streets, has been 
perma-
nently closed for 













food science at San Jose 
State 
University,  was 






 to study 
bone
















"She is involving 
our  stu-
dents 
in the project so it's 
also 
very good for us. 
We 
look forward 
to reading the 
results 
(of the study)
 in a 
professional publication." 
The  Osteoporosis 
Business 
Coalition  grants 
$500,000 annually to fund 
community education and 
scientific research on 
osteo-
porosis in minority women. 
It was founded by the 
National Osteoporosis 
Foundation and Federal 
National Mortgage 
Association, known as 
Fannie Mae, and has 15 
corporations as members. 
The
 grant is being used 
for  the Latina and Asian 
Bone 
Health
 Study, a col -






Sponsorship  by 
Pepsi Cola a bad 
move for schools 
pepsi
 officials are a step closer to obtaining 
brand recognition with school children in 
the San Jose Unified School District. 
In an agreement with San Jose Unified, Pepsi 
Cola could pay San Jose Unified up to $995,000 
over the next 10 years for exclusive rights to sell 
its product at district schools. 
Aside from making thousands of dollars from a 
soda pop company, the schools are literally selling 
Clarissa
 A ljen tera 
STAFF WRITER 
themselves out for easy 
money. 
Back in the 1980s 





fund-raising events such 
as bake 
sales, festivals 
and fashion shows. 
How about schools making projects to sell or 
having parents
 sign up for volunteer hours to 
rebuild parts of the school or help 
in some other 
administrative
 aspect? 
Perhaps if parents spent 
more
 time with their 
local schools, the school district wouldn't need 
outside sources such as Pepsi Cola for revenue.
 
Could it hurt parents 
to spend even a few 
hours at school being a part of their 
children's 
lives? 
It seems more and more schools are relying on 
companies or retail 
establishments  to save them  
from any unforeseen expenses,
 when funds from 
the city or state don't
 come through. 
For example, when I attended
 Ohlone College, 
it was in the process of 
switching
 all soda prod-
ucts to Pepsi Cola, in 
exchange  for some extra rev-
enue and the company's name on the 
scoreboard. 
The money earned from Pepsi Cola
 will be used 
for technology and to pay 
for athletic field main-
tenance, said Bill 
Erlendson, an administrator 
for 
the 
San  Jose Unified School District. The idea 
was 
originally  his. 
According to 
Erlendson, the district has 
decid-
ed to accept the
 proposal, and now 
they
 need to 
come 
up
 with a contract to which school
 officials 
could adhere. 
The school district's revenue  
from 
the 
machines will consist of 50 percent of soda sales 
and 55 percent of the water 




Currently there are 125 machines in the dis-
trict that will be 
replaced
 with Pepsi machines as 
soon 
as
 a contract can be reached. 
In addition to the Pepsi 
machines  in each 
school,
 the company logo will appear
 on each 
school's scoreboard. No 
additional  machines will 
be added to the 
supply the schools already have. 
Erlendson said for
 administrative purposes, 
dealing with one company will be easier 
than 
with the
 15 drink manufacturers they have now 
such as 
Coca-Cola  or 7Up. 
Regardless of the 
lack of funds each school 
receives from 
the budget each July, they 
must  not 
rely on 
selling themselves out for 
extra funding. 
This teaches 
children  that when in doubt, 
trade a little school space in for 
some soda money. 
Instead of Pepsi pouring
 its cash into tradi-
tional forms
 of advertising in 
magazines  or on 
television it has opted 
to turn to local schools. 
And instead 
of




 other activities, they
 too have learned 
money isn't found
 on trees but in 
soda  machines. 
Clarissa
 Aljentera is a 
Spartan  Daily staff 



























 month, the Chicago 
Military Academy opened 
up
 as the first public 
school in the United States run 
by the Army's Junior Reserve 
Officer Training Corps. 
What makes this special is 
the 150 youths 
in
 this inner-city 
Chicago school  a mix 
of high 
school kids including troubled 
youth, average boys 
and girls 
and a few gifted and talented 
subjects   are attending
 what used to be only avail-
able to the wealthy
 or for kids who were major brats
 
or both. 
And the aim of this 
school isn't to send students 
to be tomorrow's officers
 in the military, but to send 
them to college by use of military 
methods and edu-
cational practices. 
The feeling in 
my
 throat: It's about time, but too 
bad 
we
 let the system fall apart to 
the point of bring-
ing in the ass -kickers. 
It's
 like civil unrest. 
When  there's grumbling
 in a 
society, 
talking-  between the sides,
 compromising 
and
 basic police forces should suffice.
 But when that 
grumbling turns into a 
full  scale riot or war  a sign 
that everything has collapsed  you bring in the 
military. 
It 
pretty  much tells me the public educational 
system, that about 100 
years  of tax dollars has fund-
ed, failed. 
But that's the only negative
 I can find right now 
about
 this situation. 
According to an executive 
within Chicago's public 
school
 system, students who participate
 in Junior 
Reserve 
Officer  Training Corps programs 
increase  
their grades by 
a half to a full grade. 
According to school policy,
 discipline is expected 
and tardiness is not 
tolerated.  The commandant of 
the school 
tri bit more respectful of a title 
than prin-
cipal) said one late student
 was recorded for the first 
day and the girl who 




 chew -outs are a hell of a lot
 different 
than visiting 
the principal's office. 
The aim of the
 school is to teach general 
subjects,  
such 
as English, math, 
science
 and other college 
prep
 courses, as well as 











courses  and two
 weeks of mili-
BORN 
UNDER  A 
BAD 
SIGN 
D. S. Perez 
tary camp. 
Sounds grueling, but 
if it 
works as it's billed, handling a 
job, taking college courses and 
struggling to meet all the bills 
college students
 face won't be 
a big deal for these kids. 
As criticized as the military 
is, it does have a good reputa-
tion for instilling a 
degree of 
self-discipline and procedural 
efficiency in work. Looking at 
my dirty room and glancing at the hamburger that 
McDonald's screwed up again, we could use a little 
more of that.
 
Also, it's something I kind of envy. I went to a 
public high school where a continuous string of 'D's 
guaranteed  graduation. I had enough pride not to 
take that 
route,  but I'll admit that I often ditched 
school for a friend's house, a horse race or pool hall 
quite often. That led to me taking four years of com-
munity college and 
ending
 up here. 
I figure if! had that kind of regimen drilled into 
me in high 
school, Ed be just coming out 
of the 
Nayal  
Academy at Annapolis, Md., or Michigan State 
University right about now, which is where I wanted 
to go anyway.
 
Having a military atmosphere will show what 
kids can do when they're motivated to the extreme 
 or show how lost they are. 
Yeah, Chicago is a bit far away from here. It's half 
a country away and a hell of a lot different than the 
California scene and atmosphere. The school system 
might be 
different  too. 
But think about the impact on the nation's school 
system if this works out and kids start improving. 
Our generation won't have to save up to send 
our 
kids to some private school where we believe they 
are 
getting  a better quality education. 
Besides, with today's brats running around, not 
giving a damn about school and pointing to their 
crotches and exclaiming "Suck it!", I wouldn't mind 
a return to "Yes, sir!" 
D.S. Perez is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer 
"Born Under A 






































what  some 
experts 
call 


















computers  will 
recognize 
"00" not as 
the year 
2000,
 but as the 
year  1900. 
This






to either shut down or 
generate incorrect 
data.  
Millions  of files, such as 




numbers  could 
be lost forever. 
And you know what 
Fm going
 to do to prepare for it? Absolutely noth-
ing. 
People, especially students, depend on comput-
ers to run their everyday lives. From reading e-
mail, working and typing that special term paper, 
computers represent an indispensable aid to the 
everyday student. 
I personally think that's fine. Computers are 
helpful. Heck, I use one myself
 at work. I'd be a 
hypocrite if I told you computers aren't helpful. 
But when computers start to rule people's lives 
and dictate their behavior, that's where I 
draw  the 
line.
 
There are tons of things 
you can do without a 
computer. How about going on a bike ride? 
Playing sports? Going out on 
a date? Reading a 
book? 
If you are doing some or all of these 
things 
on a computer, you may 
have
 a problem. 
When the "apocalyptic"
 day comes, I plan to 
have some fun with people 
who  are scared about 
the 
whole  Y2K deal. I'll do cool stuff like shopping 
at supermarkets to watch nervous clerks try to 
remember
 their multiplication tables. I'll go tease
 
the drive -through window workers at a 
bunch of 
fast food restaurants just to see
 how long it will 
take 
them to get my order right. 
I'll point and 
laugh  at my friend Ken, who 
will  be unable to see 
his favorite  
"cam -girl" 
undress  on live
-streaming 
video, Sorry 
fellas,  a lot of you 
are just going to 
have to click 
on your own 




 this is a 
serious  problem.
 So why am  
I 
making fun
 of it? I do it 
because  it's not 












horrible  things 
than being 
unable to turn on 
your computer and 
listen  to the 
computer
-generated  voice say, "you've
 got mail." 
There is no 
replacement  for human intelli-
gence. The
 human race is as resourceful as 
can  be. 
Christopher Columbus did not have a 
global posi-





Michaelangelo did not 
have
 a graphics design 
program, but he still 
painted
 the interior of the 
Sistine Chapel. 
Thousands of important files could be lost. 
Millions of dollars could go down the drain. But is 
the world
 going to end? Hell, no. Life will go on. 
The new millennium will 
start  and things will go 
back to normal
 in no time. 
I for one would not 






 the school's 
admissions  and records mainframe.
 Would you? 
Franklin Leiva is a Spartan 
Daily  









































 for our 
coun-
try if 











den  of proof
 is clearly 
placed 
upon  the 
shoulders
 of 









 as a 
defense





































 must turn 
to a more 
practical  application
 of the 
knowledge  we 
might






 the most 
obvious  





 has been 
at the root













war cry of 
those who 
slimmed 
the  Bill 
of 
Rights
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turkey by those who would
 protect us 
from drug traffickers.
 From canine cops 
to body -cavity 
searches,  the law offers 
carte blanche to the men in 
blue who pro-
tect us from the vile drug 
peddler. So, if 
we apply the 
powerful  rhetoric of 
the 
"safety first" crowd, we 
could formulate 
an 
argument  to justify the 
disturbance  of 
our candidate's 
private life. Allow me to 
try 
my hand at a couple 
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one  drugs are illegal. To engage in ille-
gal activity is immoral, Therefore, anyone 
who uses drugs is immoral. Point two  
drugs cause harm to brain cells. Harmed 
brain cells cause brain functions to be 
negatively affected. So, people
 with nega-
tively affected brain functions are not fit 
to be president. Perhaps the strongest
 
case to be made is al the concept of moral-
ity being embodied by 
strict  adherence to 
legality. In 
other  words, the first syllo-
gism I offered. Still, this argument only 
carries weight with those who place 
weight in morality. I can't fault those who 
don't. For starters, the 
issue  only seems to 




encouraged  to express 
themselves  on 
the Opinion 
page with a 
Letter
 to the Editor.
 
A 
Letter to the Editor 
is a 200 -word response
 to an 
issue
 or point of 
view  that has 
appeared  in the 
Spartan  
Daily. 
Submissions  become the
 property of the 
Spartan 
Daily 
and may be edited
 for clarity, 










and  major. 
Submissions
 may be put
 in the 
Letters
 to the 
Editor 
box  at the 
Spartan
 Daily office
 in Dwight 
Rental
 Hall room 




















 San Jose, CA 
95192-0149.  
Editorials are 
written  by, and are
 the con-
sensus  of, the
 Spartan 
Daily  editors,





 do not neces-
sarily  reflect the 
views  of 
the
 Spartan
 Daily, the School
 
of Journalism  
and Mass 
Communications
 or SJSU. 
essentially  
morality
-free  until a 
politician 
goes 













morality.  One 
man's 


























































 make it 
more 
than



































 at San 
Jose 
State 
University.  Ms. 
Griser's 
comments 





However,  I must 
point  out one his-
torical
 inaccuracy. 
While  she was 
absolutely  correct when she said 
there 
were no Game Boys then, 
she 
was  absolutely incorrect when 
she said that we had no battery -
operated
 dildos. 
These stand-ins had been 
around for years, 
but  were simply 
not as 
necessary
 for the ladies of 
that era as they are for the unfor-
tunates
 of today. 
If on any given evening then, a 
young lady
 found the particular 
natural implement in her compa-
ny 
not to be to her liking, she 
could
 (and would) move on to 
another before morning. She was 
driven, she was ruthless, she was 
a 
heat
-seeking missile, knocking 
flat one target after another in her 
search for a "soul mate." 
As Ms. Griser said in her open-
ing line, some things can never be 
repeated, and I think that goes for 
some times as well. Those were 
very good times, and I miss them 
a lot. 
David Wilson 
Business Accounting,  1972 
Racist hiring policies 
The
 rapid hiring of a replace-
ment for the men's basket-
ball coach and the secrecy
 
of that process demonstrates how 
far this institution's athletic 
department remains from being 
an "equal opportunity employer." 
As for the Spartan Daily's 
assertion that the "search" avoid-
ed any 
controversy,  not true! Not 
true! The shabby treatment of 
local coaching legends, San Jose 
City College's 
Percy Carr and 
West Valley's Bob Burton remain 
an item of heated discussion 
throughout the local 
basketball  
scene. The failure to hire Percy 
Carr is especially 
distasteful 
since it demonstrates that black 
male coaches are still held to a 
different and unfair standard. 
Percy Carr has taken his City 
College teams to the
 California 
State basketball finals six times, 
has a winning
 percentage of bet-
ter than .750, has sent several 
players over the last 25 years to 
the NBA, Arizona University, 
Indiana University, and dozens 
of other Division I schools. What 
has this new coach Barnes ever 
done except 
be
 well connected? 
For Carr to be 
bypassed  again 
while Chuck Bell 
openly  admits 
that he turned to his 
"coaching  
family" is both an insult to the 
black and 
university  communi-
ties, as well as probably 
being  
against all the equal opportunity 
laws in the 
books.  For this style of 
racism to resurface on 
the very 
campus that was the focal point of 
the national struggle
 for the dig-
nified treatment of black athletes 
and coaches in the late 1960s is 
shameful. 
Did Tommie Smith, Lee Evans 
and John Carlos
 demonstrate and 
suffer for nothing? As a member 
of the black 
faculty  and staff's 
committee on fair treatment of 
blacks in sports, our 
organization  
wishes 















 I read the Aug. 27 
"Repeat After Me," I was 
stunned to see the 




You may call me prude, old-
fashioned (I am a 35 -year -old 
freshman after all) or out of it, but 
you would be wrong. 
I have, on a number of appro-
priate occasions coined that spe-
cific vernacular myself. I occa-
sionally read trashy summer
 nov-
els. I've seen a porno 
flick.
 
But to see 
this  word in the 
newspaper to refer 
to being 
stoned, blasted, 
messed up or 
wasted, and only a few 
lines later 




 boobs get the 
asterisk seems
 a bit bass-ack-














 the Spartan 
tax is not the
 issue. The 
issue  is 
Daily  
Thursday,






top  headline 
was  about 
book
 and they do 
not care where
 
online  textbooks. 
Although it 
they
 get it. 
serves
 as a very 
informative  arti- 
From my personal
 test during 
cle, the facts
 remain unclear
 this semester 
I have found that
 if 
about 
which  is the better 
altema-  you need a 
brand new book, 
order  
tive. 




hold  you back 
because
 many sites 
bags inside
 the tent, then 
wait
 in offer free 
shipping
 and no tax. 
a never
 ending line? Or 
should However,
 if there are 
used 
they
 sit at home and
 surf on the 
books  available 
then
 use Roberts 
Web
 hoping their books 
would  and the Spartan 
Bookstore  as 
arrive  soon because they 
really your resource. 
Online sites do not 
need
 them right away,
 being that offer a 
good resource in 
purchas-
class has already begun. 
ing used textbooks 
because  they 
Basically,  I have 
personally  lack 
inventory.
 So good luck to 
been testing
 this online textbook
 everyone shopping
 for books. We 
phenomenon.  The Roberts
 and all have our own 
ways and opin-
Spartan  bookstores 
of the world ions 
on this issue. 
do not really need to worry about 
the online textbook sites. 
However, they do need to realize 
 Sherman Hu 
that these sites
 are their competi- 
Marketing 
tors, and paying for
 shipping or 




 are unavoidable, 
though  
attempts to address and





ject of "couch -dwellers"
 ("Repeat Perhaps
 it is this sort of non
-
After  Me," Sept. 1,1 are 
admonish-
 sensical paradigm 
which is 
able, one can easily
 become dis- 




 by the duality 
presented  in petrated 
by this duality, 
allowing
 
her "Couch -Dweller Etiquette."
 both the renter and 
couch -dweller 
The concern is 
this:  necessity, to 




states that if it is 
"absolutely  ruined
 relationship. 
unavoidable   that is, having 
sex Instead of 
making  excuses for 
with
 the person the 
renter





ing  be 
as considerate as 
possi- behavior, a 
couch -dweller 
might  
ble..."  Again, you 
address  unavoid- find 
taking a cold shower
 a more 
ability in 
the third section 
of
 your prudent 
decision   or even 
more 
proposed etiquette. 
so, taking that 
saved  time and 
It is this same loose 
use  of the unexpended 
energy to find a job 
word  "unavoidable" 
which one or 
another  place to live. 
observes as the 
basis of pleas for 
mercy as a professor hands out 
 Nathaniel B. Stoddard 
tests. One can 
become  indefinite- 
Computer science 
ly lost in thought trying to 
deter-
mine the extent 
at











"Crimes of the Heart" at 7 p.m. 
in
 the Hal Todd studio th   Hugh 
Gillis 
Hall. For more information, call 




Magazine journalism club 
organizational
 meeting at 1:30 p.m. in 
Dwight Bentel 











 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Almaden room, Student 
Union. For more 




Friday prayer from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Constanoan room, Student 
Union. For more information,
 call Emal Numan at 971-8347. 
Hong Kong
 Student Association 
Welcome party  please join 
us
 for free food and games from 3:30 
p.m. to 5 p.m. in council chambers, Student Union. For more informa-
tion, call Vida
 Tsui at 997-9198. 
Jewish Student
 Union  Hillel 
Rosh Hashana services for the Jewish 
New Year at 8 p.m. at the 
Jewish Community 
Center,
 14855 Oka Rd., Los Gatos. For more informa-
tion, call 
Lindsay
 Greensweig at 358-3033 ext. 60. 
Panhellenic
 Sororities 
Formal rush through Tuesday. For more 
information, call 924-5950. 
Korean
 Students Association 
General meeting at 3 p.m. in the Constanoan room, Student Union. 
For more information,
 call Sonya Park at 888-5790. 
Sigma Theta Psi Multicultural Sorority 
Rush event: Movie 
night  informational meeting for interested individ-
uals, 7 p.m. at Sigma Theta Psi, 164 S. 10th St. For more information, 
call Cecilia at 924-8347 or Veronica at 280-7705. 
Saturday 
Theatre Arts department 
"Crimes of the Heart" at 7 p.m. in the Hal Todd studio theatre, Hugh 
Gillis Hall. For more information, call Betsy Meyerson at 924-4555. 
Jewish Student Union  Hillel 
Rosh Hashana services for the Jewish New Year at 10 a.m. at the 
Jewish Community Center, 14855 Oka Rd., Los Gatos. For more informa-
tion, call Lindsay Greensweig at 358-3033 ext. 60. 
Sunday 
India Student Association 
Picnic with games and prizes from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the Seventh 





 archaeologist is the best 
husband  a woman can have.
 
The older she 
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the  DASH 
shuttle 
stops  at 
4th
 Street 






University  to 
















 every 10 minutes
 from
 6 
a.m. to 7 
p.m. For a DASH brochure and 

























Mondala  /Spartan Daily 
Liberal studies major, Crystal Wilson,
 begins painting another will be an art 
journal  of 16 color pages, consisting of 
collages,
 self -
sheet  of construction paper Thursday as part 
of a book making pro- reflection and 
creative
 and cultural influences in art. 
ject for her multicultural art for children 
class.  The finished product 
Sega 
Continued from pg 1 
Me" and Donna D'Errico from 
"Baywatch" also put in an 
appearances at the release. 
Unfortunately for Mike Kim, a 
computer science major from 
SJSU, catching a glimpse 
of
 
either celebrity was 
difficult. 
"This line runs so far through 
the back of the building, I can't 




the other hand, 
had better luck eyeing the stars. 
"I saw Mini Me and he's really 
freakin' small," Schweppe said. 
SJSU students after
 preview-
ing the Dreamcast, had varying 
opinions. 
Horace Wong, a radio, televi-
sion and film major said 
the 
Dreamcast had it's good and bad 
points. 
" It loads very quickly, but the 




likes the system so much 
he 
pre -ordered it. 
" The  




Among the crowd 
at







saw  Mini 
Me 






Mika Kelly, Wiebke Vallentin 
and Kelly Lawson now work in 
public relations for Infogames, a 
company that designs software 
for Sega, located in San Jose. 
Infogames
 has two games 
available for the new Dreamcast. 
One is called "Pen Pens Tricelon", 
which is an arcade action game 
that races penguin -like crea-
tures. The other
 is called 
"Expendable," an '80s -style, non-
stop action combat game. 
Continued














































Park  and Ride 






















the  city 
of San


























the municipal lot usually go 
unused. 
SJSU has plans to build a 




 students from 
unpleasant weather while wait-
ing for the shuttle, said Robert 
Caret, the university's president. 
Students such as Michelle 
Meier, a 
sophomore,
 are finding 
ways to deal with the limited 
parking. 
"Yesterday was the first day
 I 
used
 Park and Ride," Meier said. 
"Last week 
my car got towed from 
Sixth Street because my car was a 
little bit in front of someone's dri-
veway. I knew I was taking a risk 
 it cost me 
$185
 to get it back." 
Some students, similar to 
Lopez,
 opt to take public transit 
to avoid the parking crunch alto-
gether. 
"I've never even driven to 
school because I was told by 
friends that it was too 
big of a 
problem to even hassle with,"
 said 
Erin O'Day, a 
sophomore.  
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first



























Latinas,  a compre-
hensive 
database  for all four eth-
nic  groups can
















young Asian and Latina women 
for
 the study. She 


































































































































outlet  for 
Latinas 
and Asians


























































in the bone 
density  study 
can register at 
www.sjsu.edu/fac-






MTV  award to 
collection  
NEW YORK
 (AP)  Five -time 
Grammy winner Lauryn Hill 
continued her winning streak 
Thursday when her slinky video 
for "Doo Wop (That 'Thing)" 
earned four video awards during 
MTV's invasion of 
the 
Metropolitan Opera House. 
Puff Daddy replaced
 Pagliacci 
and the Backstreet Boys elbowed 
out "La Boheme" as the raunchy 
awards show took over opera's 
epicenter. 
Instead of "Faust," the audi-
ence was treated to Kid Rock in a 
white fur coat and a 
dozen  male 
Madonna impersonators. 
Hill won the night's big 
award, video of the year, and also 
won for best female video, best 
rhythm
 'n' blues video and art 
direction. 
The video shows her simulta-
neously dressed in '60s and '90s 
outfits.
 
Acceptance speeches are get-
ting redundant for the rap -soul 
diva, who only seven months ago 
dominated the Grammy Awards. 
Dance artist Fatboy Slim won 
three awards for "Praise You." 
Ricky Martin's video of dancers 
undulating to "Livin' La Vida 
Loca" and Korn's
 arresting 
"Freak on a Leash" video featur-
ing a slow-motion animated bul-
let each won two awards. 
Comedian Chris Rock, dressed 
as Rigoletto from the Verdi opera 
in a huge poster in the lobby but 
all in white on stage, was the 
host. 
"I may be the first black
 man 
in history to take the stage of the 







by an over -enthusiastic fan in 
the
 audience, won an award for 





 was ushered out 
for an appearance by male 
impersonators
 dressed in a 
series of outfits from her videos. 
"All I have to say," she said, "is 
it takes a real man to fill my 
shoes." 
With the award ceremony's 
usual home, Radio City Music 
Hall, under renovation, MTV 
went uptown for a new venue 
this year. 
The clash between high and 
low culture gave producers a rich 
vein of material. 
In the venerable hall's lobby, 
the display cases stuffed with 
opera costumes were cleaned out 
in favor of  moments from MTV's 
past: the hip -hugger 
pants 
Madonna wore to the 1995 video 
awards, Busta
 Rhymes' red 
crushed velvet ensemble from 
his appearance at the 
podium 




annual  special 
is the program where awards are 
less remembered than wardrobes 
or attempts to shock the censor. 
Perhaps intimidated by the 
surroundings, the rockers and 
rappers were somewhat tame. 
Only 
rock's
 fun couple, Tommy 




Lee wore a furry 
pink hat and 
her husband




backstage  as 































 who is: 
* Dependable & Energetic 
* 
Has  a positive team 
attitude  
* 
Able  to lift bundles of papers 
* 
Has  a 
COL  
& clean DMV 
Apply at The Spartan Daily 
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 203 or 209 
Perfect job
 for a 
morning
 person! 
her to run off 
the podium. 
One well -dressed stage crash-
er made it to the stage before the 
Backstreet Boys, obliquely urg-
ing the audience  to "wake up at 
3." 
For the second straight year, a 
Beastie Boy delivered a political 
lecture.
 
Adam Yauch talked about 
nonviolence at last year's show, 
and this year Adam Horwitz's 
topic was 
sexual  assault: he 
urged musicians to talk 
to pro-
moters about protecting women 
at concerts after the reports of 
rapes at Woodstock '99. 
Ten years after 
winning 
MTV's first 
video award for rap 
music, actor Will Smith won 
best 
male video for his tropical trib-
ute, "Miami." 
"I never killed 
nobody  in none 
of my records, I never 
used pro-
fanity in none
 of my records, and 
still I managed to get up here," 
he said. 
Rock poked fun at white rap-
pers and boy bands, 
although 
Kid Rock 







want  to know who 
will  be 
the real Backstreet 
Boy,  the one 
who 
gets
 Britney Spears 
preg-





lost as he sauntered 
onstage to 
introduce a 
performance  by 
Hill,  
was
 a visual reminder




world of pop music. 
"Yo," he said 






gories at the 
1999 MTV 
Video Music Awards on 
Thursday night: 
BEST VIDEO: Lauryn Hill, 
Doo Wop 
(That Thing)" 




















 I Get A..." 
R&B 
VIDEO:  Lauryn 
Hill,  
"Doo 
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McCoy  (front), 
and Sarah 
Molasky  refine 
their skills on 
the uneven 
bars 




Spartans  do not 
have their first
 meet until 
Jan.15,  the 
David 
Heller/Spartan  Daily 
team 
still continues to 
prepare
 by practicing during
 the off-season. The 
team  posted an 11-11 
record 
last season, while 
winning
 the Western 
Independent  championship.
 
A's ace Catfish Hunter loses battle with Lou Gehrig's disease, 
NEW YORK 
(API  Jim 
"Catfish" 
Hunter's  blue eyes 
brimmed 
with tears last spring as 
he spoke about wishing he could 
trade his fame
 and fortune for a 
life of 
anonymity,  good health and 




I'd be a groundskeeper and not 
let 
anybody  know me," he said. 
Hunter wasn't simply speaking 
out of a fear of death from Lou 
Gehrig's disease. 
Everyone  who 
knew him understood that he had 
always put family and faith above 
fame,
 had always gotten his prior-
ities right. 
Hunter died Thursday 
at age 
53 after battling the disease 
named after another
 New York 
Yankees great, Lou Gehrig. He 
died at his 
home
 in Hertford, N.C., 
according to George Byrum of 
Swindell 
Funeral Home in 
Hertford. 
There are 
plenty  of scoundrels 
and fools in 
sports, plenty of 
phony 
heroes,  but Hunter
 wasn't 
one of them. He 




you  eat, 











































and  integrity that is 
instantly  recognizable, and he had 
a sense of humor 
and  an easy way 




He was the richest ballplayer of 
his time, a groundbreaker for all 
the big bucks thrown at athletes 
these days. 
But, as former New York team-
mate and current Seattle manag-
er 
Lou Piniella said recently, "If 
you didn't know 
he
 was making 
that kind of 
money,
 you'd never 
guess it because he was humble, 
very reserved about being a star-
type
 player ... If you didn't like 
Catfish, you 
just didn't like peo-
ple." 
He pitched for the Oakland 
Athletics in the early 
'70s,  playing 
on a ballclub that was as wild as it 
was  successful. Stories about all-
night escapades and pranks were 
already legendary, and Hunter 
was in the middle of them 
all. 
Yet when manager 
Dick 
Williams handed him the ball and 
his teammates






Cool People  Great Job! 
Looking for fun 
work  and endless 
opportunity? 
You've  found it! 
CPK 
team
 members enjoy: 











cpk com eoe 
MEMMINM  
behind him, they all knew Hunter 
could be relied upon to give them 
a good chance to win. 
Hunter brought those qualities 
to the Yankees, and he helped 
turn that fractious team of Billy 
Martin, Reggie Jackson, Thurman 
Munson and Graig Nettles into a 
champion. 
"I never thought 
I'd  be 50 years 
old," Hunter said, thinking back 
on those days
 of pranks and par-
ties. I thought I'd die before then. 
TRf AT 
DEPRESSION  
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Because ballplayers when I 
played ball loved to have a good 
time,
 go out together. I loved it. I 
think the guys today 
don't have as 
much fun as we 
did." 
The essence of Hunter's game 
was control, a mastery of fastballs 
thrown at different speeds, sliders 
and curveballs
 that kept batters 
guessing. Hunter was 
one of base-
ball's most dominant pitchers 
dur-
ing a 15
-year  career that brought 
him five World Series rings with 
the 
Oakland
 Athletics and the 
Yankees. He strung together five 
straight 20 -victory 
seasons, 
pitched a perfect game and 
won  a 
Cy Young Award. 
dies at 53 
He became the first multimil-
lionaire player when he was 
declared a free agent on a techni-
cality after the 
1974 season, then 
became the Yankees' 
workhorse 
the following two years, complet-
ing 51 of 75 starts and leading 
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tree. And Washington






look in your 




free).  You see, 
there  are no hidden
 fees or costs. 
That means no 
monthly tees, 
no
 per check 
charges,
 no lees to 
talk to a teller 




 you sign up tor
 Washington 
Idutual Free Checking you 
get a tree 
mousepad.
 Also,




jou  add it all 
up,
 makes tree

























































purchase account loan relationship
 or request for informatron 




 be received 
at your local Washington Mutual
 Financial Center by 10/21/99 
Official 
entry  





 Centers Mousepad 
offer good
 while 

























no claim Ow 
products or 
services 








Daly consist of 
pold agerestlebrg 
and 
offerings  are not 
approved or 
verified by the 
newspaper.  
EMPLOYMENT 
   DELIVERY POSITION
  
Perfect




Work lam to 
9am  on school days 
delivering
 The Spartan Daily to 
stands on campus and recycling 
any papers from 
the previous day. 
MUST BE: 
*Dependable *Energetic 
...Abe to lift bundles of newspapers. 
Hae CDL & clean DMV printout 
APPLY: The 
Spartan Daily, 
Dwight Bentel Hat, Rm 
203 or209. 
Questions?  Call Kathy at 9243277. 
COPYEDITOR  P/T. Copyedit /proof 
manuscripts for local publisher. 
Fax resume
 and cover letter to 
Liz Asborno.
 408-287-8748. 
P/T POSITIONS AVM. TO TUTOR 













disabled.  Heavy 
phone use, 
data entry experience. 
F/T. Some 
week -ends. Excellent benefits. 
$8.99 per hour. Apply
 at 97 E. 
Brokaw Rd, #140, San Jose. 
CLERICAL PERSON - Part-Time 
Microsoft, Excel & general office 
work, etc. For more info call 
Kevin  
Crowley  408-267-1665. 
TUTORS NEEDED:
 Mem, H.S. 
subjects.
 Earn $15 
$20/hour.
 
Jack or Joan. (408)227-6685. 
RESPONSIBLE FUN BIG 
SISTER/
 
NANNY for my 9th 
grade  daughter, 
after school, flexible 
days 3-6pm. 





AVAILABLE  MONDAY 
- FRIDAY 
Part/Full Time 





$7.00 Per Hour 
Work for a 
company that 
truly 
appreciates  its staff. 
Apply in person. 
Monday-
 Friday 
8am.  to 5pm. 
1404 
S.
 7th St. San 
Jose
 
Comer of 7th 
& Alma. 
AREA ORIENTATION
 Tour Guides 





Eve. & Wknd. Shifts Available 
Salary + Tips 




5027  Almaden Exp. San Jose. 
WAREHOUSE/SHIPPING 
No experience required 
*Very flexible schedule 
Pay amording to 
experience  
Reese fax resumes, 408-2718604. 
CEIJVERY DRIVERS WANTED, 
Earn $200 every 
weekend.  
Must have 
reliable truck & ins. 
Lifting required. 
408-292-7876 









Please call Fri. through Sun. 408-





Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly 
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail. 
Media Promotions 408-494.0200. 
AUTISM 
ASSISTANT  
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK 
with our 
2 1/2 year old autistic child. 
We have an 
intensive  home pro-
gram  based on applied 
behavior 
analysis & the 
skillful  use of 








may be avail, 
 Flex hours: 
Mornings,  Afternoons. 
Eves or Wknds (approx. 10hrs/wit)
 
Wilkey CI4v2:11;:ease cell Manju 
at 406-2
 















































NUDE MODELS wanted for drawing 
/painting












avail  with The Spartan 
Daily.
 10 flex hours a 
week.  
$6.50/hour. 
Must  have own 
transportation  for travel
 to U.S. 
Post Office on Lundy. 
Call  Carol 
0 924-3283
 or stop by DBH 
203  for an application. 
LAW 
OFFICE  COURT RUNNER
 
$7/hr.  Flexible hours.












 Inc. located on 
the  SJSU campus 
has part-time 
Pot & Dishwasher position avail 
in the 
Cining Common. Evenings. 
Mon. - Fri. $7.00 per 
hour. Call 
924-1736 or 924-1846 
GROMIERS 
ASST/IUMIEL  HELP 
needed for small, 
exclusive  
shop and kennel. 
PT,  Tues-Sat. 
Must be reliable, 
honest,  able to 
do physical work. Exp. working 
w/dogs preferred, but
 will train. 
Great °poly for 




 to 408/377-0109 
or 
Call 371-9115. 
DO YOU WANT TO BE A MODEL? 
























OPENIIRLS  El Area 
Clerical,
 Technical, Full-time. 
Cal Lope 408/942-8866 or email 
lupe@eleritrnnixstaffing.com.
 









 & good driving record. 
Hours Rotate. Cal 282-1500. 
CASHIERS NEEDED, mornings 
required.
 Apply in person @ 1260 
E. Santa Clara St. S.J. or fax 
resume to Sean @ 
408-287-
0423. 
ADMINISTRATIVE  ASSISTANT 
Spartan Shops Catering dept. on 
the SJSU campus is seeking a 
bright. organized & multitasking 
individual to perform a variety of 
gen'l office clerical 
functions.  
Computer literate. Great customer 
service skills Si ability to 
be flexi-











Bldg *37 - 7th St. 
408-924-1756  
RETAIL SALES
 Want to have 
fun? Work 
with a GREAT TEAM? 
Sell quality products? Call 
Now! 
School Schedule Friendly. Cindy 
408-244-7370. Valley Fair Mall, 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES, Graphic 
Designers & Writers wanted for 
weekly newspaper. PT & Intern-
ship available. Call 408-928-1750 
or fax resume to 408.928-1757. 
DIRECT SALES MARKETING, 
International Golf Co. SJSU 
location, 510430 per hour, part 
or full 
time.  Morning or afternoon. 
Call 971:1645. 
CASHIERS




4th  & Santa 
Clara 
Chevron. All shifts 
oval.  Full or part-
time. Ask 














weekends  in Los 
Gatos and Saratoga. 
Must
 be 
neat in appearance 
with
 good 
customer service skills. Must be 
able
 to drive a 5 speed and have 
a valid CDL. Immediate opening & 





 per hour with tips. 
Please 
call
 (800) 825-3871. 
Golden Gate Valet. 







Office Jobs in local
 companies 
Students/grads/career change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct  Hire 









part-time  weekdays. Need 
car. 
Native EfIgiSh or Japanese 
speakers 
only. $15/hour. 371-7177. 
LOOKING FOR
 TUTORS 
to work with 
a language and social 
skills
 delayed child. Training 





F/T,  M -F. Good comp, 
phone & 
people skills friendly. 
Office salary & benefits. filmed, 
opening, call Jen 
408-993-0560 
ext 105 or fax 
408-292-8887. 
TEACliall'S AIDE, after school 
child care program, 2-6pm M -F. 
Call Gardner Children's Center. 
998-1343. Immediate opening. 
Child dev, rec, human performance 
maiors encouraged to apply. EOE. 
TEACHER / 
THERAPIST to work 
in behavioral
 program in both 
school & home environments. 
Emphasis
 on development and 
acquisition of communication and 
play skills. 
Psychology,
 Child Dev, 
Occupational Therapy, & Special 
Ed backgrounds are desirable.
 
Excellent refs working w/ children 
required. Full & part time avail. 
Salary negotiable. Must have car. 
Fax resume 408/356-9551. 
DRAFTING: Knowledge of Acad 
R14 usage 12-16 hr wk. Flexible. 
Near SJSU. Pay rate negotiable. 
Dan Veronda 408-993-0560 
Est 107 or fax 408-292-8887. 
cAerondaespartanengmeering.com 
BABYSITTER NEEDED Saturday 
7-11pm
 every other week fix 3 
wonderful kids. You drive
 we
 pay 
$8/hr. Call Brigjd 4113/265-1678. 
CAMPUS 
INSURANCE SERVICE 
Is seeking a P/T clerical person, 
effective immediately. Duties
 will 
include heal filing & working with 
the mail. No typing skills are 
required. A good command of the 
English language, written & oral, 
required. Hours are lprry5pm, M-F 
& every other Sat. 9am-2pm. 
$7/hr. Call 408-296-5270, ask fix 
Dawn or Bud to set up interview. 
STUDENT
 
JOBS, Paid internships 
or financial aid at 
nationwide  
company, part-time or full-time. 
KrIstie 360-1370. 
TEACHERS,  AIDES and SUBS 
NEEDED! 
Enjoy  working with kids? 
Join the team at Small
 World 
Schools
 and get great experience 
working with kids nes 5 - 12. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers 
competitive
 pay, excellent training,
 
and  a fun work 
environment.
 
F T and PT 
available. Call (408) 
283-9200
 ext. 21. 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals for extended daycare. 
Pff in the afternoon. No ECE units 
required. Previous experience with 
children preferred. Please call 
244-1968 s16 
ACUFACTS SECURITY 
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS! 










Apply in person at 
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose 
Or 
call  Laurie at 408-286-5880. 
NURSING
 - 100 JOB OPENINGS 
START NOW!! Sunday - Saturday. 
All Shifts Available,  
Your  Choice. 
Wage: Min. Max. 
CNA: $10.50 
$14.00 







current Nursing Certificate or 
License, CPR- experience in a 
long term care and 
Acute facility. 




Contact:  POWER PERSONNEL 










 Flexible Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown
 Sanlose. 
Inner City Express. 
22W. Saint John St. San 
Jose.  
FOOD liBMCEEspresso BerHost 
FT & PT positions avail,
 in busy 
family style restaurant in Sunyvl. 
All shifts avail. Rex hrs. $9.25/hr. 





WANT TO EARN 
EXTRA  MONEY 




substitute  positions as 
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
 
at After School Programs, 
Day Care Centers, Etc. 
(408)866-8550 
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part  
Time. Will train. Flex 
hours.  Call 
408-363-4182. 
$1500
 WEEKLY POTENTIAL 
mailing our 
circulars.  Free 
information. Call 202-452-5901. 
LIBRARY 
Full -Time / Part -Time 
Positions 
Available  Throughout CA. 
Librarians, Assts. & 
Clerks  
Library Education/Experience. 
Visit us at www.aimusa.com 
EXPERIENCED
 TUTORS Needed: 
H.S. 
Math, Spanish, etc. Mon thru 
Fri, 3pm to Born. $1.000/mo. Call 
Ms. Scotti 408-255-5247. 
EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
Up
 to  $600/month 
Become a Sperm Donor 
Healthy males,




650-324-1900,  M-F, 8-4:30. 
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS 
Ambitious & energetic people 
needed. FT/PT. Eam $8415 per 
hour (average). Flexible,  will work 
around your school schedule. 
Lots of fun and earn good money. 
Cat 
(408)867.7275.  leave 
voicemail
 or email us at 
VNAV.con nth i an pa 
rki ng.com. Leave 






offers positions for: 






 opportunities available 
. working with infant/toddler. 
preschool & school age children. 
CDI/CDC offers a competitive 
salary, excellent benefits package 
to FT & 
PT employees and an 
enriching work environment. For 
positions 
avail  at our centers in: 





Morgan HIS & Redwood City 
call (408)3719900 or 
fax
 mums to 
(408)  371-7685 
e-mail: 
janderson@cdicdc.org  
For more info about CDI/CDC & 
qualifications, call our 24 Hour 
Jobline
 
@ 1-$1111-9-CDICDC. EOE 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed 
& Regular Class $8.60-$11.52 hr. 
Saratoga 
School District,  
Cal 867-3424x504 for application 





Spartan Shops Inc. located on 
the SJSU campus 
is recruiting 
for part-time positions in the 
Food Services Dept. Enjoy the 
prestigious surroundings
 of the 
university




Restaurant,  Burger King. 
Jambe Juice & Market 
Cafe.  
Fast paced. environments. High 
energy
 level & a smile 
required.  
AM & PM Shifts Available 
56.50 - 
57.00  (8 hr shifts) 
Burger King: 
Cashiers - Line Servers Cook 




 Spartan Shops 
Dining Services, SJSU. Bldg #37 
facing 7th St. (408) 924-1862. 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 
to get $5 PAID 
$5 
to lose up to 30 lbs. 




DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS, 
TEACHERS, & AIDES 
Thinking about a career working 
with children? The YMCA of Santa 
Clara 
Valley  is now hiring for 
Preschool & School -Age Childcare 
Centers
 in San Jose, Cupertino, 
Santa Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga, 
Campbell, 
Evergreen, Milpitas & 
Berryessa. 
Full
 and part-time 
p- 'tions available. Hours flexible 
around school. Fun staff teams, 
great experience in 
working  with 
children, career advancement, 
and good training opportunities. 
Teachers require minimum 6 units 




education and/or other related 
fields. Please call Beth Profio at 
408-291-8894 fix information and 
locations. 
 TEACHERS  INSTRUCTORS  
P/T Instructors  Elem. Schools. 
Degree / Credential
 NOT Required. 
Opportunity for leaching exp. Need 




INSTR  & LIFEGUARDS 
wanted. Fun 
environment,  close to 
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex 
hours. Central MICA 2981717x34. 
COMPUTER 
TECHNICIAN  -P/T 
Experience  required 
Very
 flexible schedule 
Pay according to 
experience  
Please fax resume to 408-271-8604. 
ACTION DAY 
NURSERY/PRIMARY  
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and 
Reschod Teechers and Aides. F/T & 
P/T positions available. Substitute 
positions are also available that 
offer flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher 
positions but 
not required for Aide positions. 
Excellent °opportunity  for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or 





We will train you. Student 
Friendly.
 
F/T, P/T. Weekdays & Weekends. 
Swing 
& Graveyard Shifts. 
Flexible




 is hiring 
Preschool & School Age 
Asst.  
Directors,
 Teachers and Aides. 
PT & FT with excellent benefits 




 Gatos -Saratoga 
Rec. 
Dept 
Elementary School Age Recreation
 
prog. 









ROOM FOR RENT, Dorattorin Taylor 
&Jackson. No pets. No drugs. Cal 
295-6848.  $500 
mo
 includes util. 
RENTAL HOUSING 
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS. 
Live in luxury and walk to school! 
We offer a pool, spa, suana, 
full gym, on-site management, 
all 
appliances included.central A/C. 
Stop by today
 for a tour. 
Open Monday thru Saturday. 
THE COLANNADE 





















Good Student Discount 
Call us now 
40$-244-9100  
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat 
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 









Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED 
- 
LCICAL RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY
 RATES CALI, 408-924-3277 









 Rotes: 3-1n. minimum 
One Two Three Four Five 








3 lines $6 $7 $9 
$11 $13 Civil 
Stele 
2p code 
Lost and Found' _Rental 
Housing
 
Rate increases $2 for  each addiftonel line per ad 
Rate increases $2 
for  inch additional day. 
Announcements  Shared Housing 





Send check ct money order
 to:
 







Spartan Deity Muffled. 
Sin 
Jose
 State University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
Volunteers 
For Sale 









consecuilve  receive off. 
50 issues: 25% + coneecuthe recohe off. 
Local is Sono am Cow* 
 Classified desk is 
located















First line in bold for no 
extra  charge up to 25 spaces 
 Al ads we prepaid.  
No





 worth May be set in bold type at a per ad 
charge 
of












RATE:  25% OFF. Rate applies to 
private
 party ads only, no discount for other
 persons or businesses. 
Ads  must be pieced in person in DBH 209 from  10am to 3pm. 
STUDENT  ID REQUIRED. 
 
Lost  & Found ads ere offered free as a service 10th.
 campus community. 
AUTOS FOR SALE 
95 ECIJPSE RS silver, auto Iran, 
sun+moon, fogs-side
 Its. 6"rsr. 2 
alarms.  $8000. Sue 244-2211. 
1991 PONTIAC GRAND AM 
Silver,





COMPUTERS  ETC. 






1000's of Games from $9.95 
ywow.softwareandstuff.com  
Software & Stuff 
500-A Lawrence Exp. Sunnyvale. 
408-737-2372. 
WORD PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes, 
Gray Projects. etc. 







ANNOUNCEMENTS   
VIvaSmart.com Compares TEXT 
BOOK prices from Spartan Book-
store, Varsity. BigWords. Borders. 
and more than 10 others to find 
the best deal on your books. Free
 




Enjoy the critically acclaimed,
 










WI/RW*1 TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math: Algebra  Geometry 
Statistics - Thg - Calculus 
Physics: Mechanics-
 Electric 
SAT  GED - CBEST  ESL  TOEFL 











 writing,  editing. 
ghostwriting. Essays, application 
statements, reports, etc. 
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at 
(510) 




 PLAN I 
Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 
30%.  60% 
on your dental needs.
 
For info call 1-800-655-3225. 
HEALTH&BEAUTY 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. 
Confidential.  
Your own probe or disposable. 









Call Beth or Rhoda 296-1616. 
FINALLY! 
Internet -Based Business 










1 Eye's nerve 
6 Part of BTU 
10 Helper, for short 
14 The fabulous 
Garbo 
15 Labyrinth 














































27 Hybnd citrus 
31


























30 Phys. Ed. 
apparatus 











































Undercover  cop 
















 acid 44 Hot sauce 
or story 
11 Pacific






47 Long, long time
 











 Burl - 
D'Urbervilles"





50 Cut off 
63 Sommer
 ol films 
23 Hero 
52 Work gang 
64 Fictional captain 
25 









27 Ratted on 56 Melodies 
wagon's 
28 "- Ben 
57 
Ruler of Venice 
drect on Adhem" 58 Tizzy 
67 Football 
field  




SIM MIME MENU 
UMMEM Mil OM 




















































Indonesia  (AP)  U.N. 
workers 
evacuated their embat-
tled compound in 
East Timor 
today, leaving a 
skeleton  crew to 
continue working to 
bring the ter-
ritory to full 
nationhood. Anti -
independence  
militiamen  fired on 
the
 convoy as it left Dili. 
There was 
no immediate word 
of any injuries among the U.N. 
staffers, who 
had  been trapped in 
the complex 
by the rampaging 
militias for several days. 
Some  
evacuaees 
arrived in Darwin, 
Australia,
 later Friday. 
On 
Thursday,
 the Roman 
Catholic 
Church accused pro -
Indonesian  militiamen of target-
ing nuns and priests 
in predomi-
nantly Catholic
 East Timor, where 
voters have overwhelmingly cho-
sen independence from mostly 
Muslim Indonesia. 
"The world is talking 
and  we're 
dying," nun 
Esmeralda  de Araujo 
was quoted as saying by the 
Vatican's newspaper, L'Osser-
vatore Romano. "It's hell here and 
I'd like to cry out to everybody to 







































































































































































outrage  grew 
Thursday,  










mine.ters  at an 






































n't take part 












































































































































































































Cancer shield studied 
WASHINGTON (AP)  An experimental 
drug 
may relieve some of the miserable side 
effects  of 







 the drug works by briefly blocking a 
gene that is 
a natural defense against cancer. 
Although the drug has been used
 only in mice, 
researchers at the University of Illinois 
at 
Chicago are 
preparing  to test it in baboons and  
hope
 to begin human tests in about
 a year. 
A report on the 
drug study in mice appears 
today 
in
 the journal Science. 
Dr. Carlos Cardon-Cardo, director 
of
 molecu-
lar pathology at the Sloan 
Kettering Memorial 
Cancer 
Institute,  said that if side effects of can-
cer 
treatment  could be eliminated or controlled, 
"it would allow 
us to give higher doses and
 more 
effective
 doses" of 

















universities  are 
trying to 
alert  

















campuses  this 
fall,"  the text 
reads: "It's 
tough being 








understand  that 
sometimes  
you  just need
 five or six 
drinks the 
night before
 that big test." 
"Who
 says falling 
off a balcony 
is 
such a bad thing?
 And what's an occa-
sional riot? 







ads  were to appear 
in The New 
York Times, The Wall 
Street Journal, 
USA Today and 
more than 100 other 
Alcohol abuse prompts 
100 universities to act 
papers today.  
The National Association of State 
Universities and Land -Grant 
Colleges  
sponsored  the campaign, and 113 
col-
lege presidents 
signed  the ads. 
The ads, 
coordinated  by Penn State 
University,











 idea all along was, we 
wanted to reach









































43 percent of college







ting for men, 
four drinks for women. 
At Penn State last year, thousands of 
drunk college
 students and alumni 
massed on downtown
 streets after a 
summer arts festival, setting bonfires, 
looting storefronts and 
tossing  bottles 
at 
police.  
And at the start of this 
school year, a 
Penn State student was hospitalized
 
with a blood
-alcohol level of 
0.68  per-
cent  almost seven times
 the legal 
limit for drivers  after drinking 21 
shots  to celebrate her 21st birthday. 
She survived. 
Savings 
vs dialing "fr with
 AT&T 
